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National

curriculum

aims

• Know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological 

narrative, 

• Know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the 
nature of ancient civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; 
characteristic features of past non-European societies; achievements and follies of 
mankind 

• gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as 
‘empire’, ‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’ 

• understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and 

consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make 
connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically-valid questions and 
create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses 

• understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used 
rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting 
arguments and interpretations of the past have been constructed

• gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different 
contexts, understanding the connections between local, regional, national and 
international history; between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and 
social history; and between short- and long-term timescales.



Areas for improvements:

Pupil knowledge was weaker where key knowledge had not been identified.

Lessons that were not challenging or designed to enhance children’s 
knowledge and skills 

These included anachronistic writing tasks, such as writing a newspaper report 

on the Viking invasions of England, and activities that distracted from the 

history content pupils needed to learn.

Weaker practice in the teaching of disciplinary knowledge. Misconceptions 

about the discipline of history. Often, this was because pupils were asked to 

make complex historical judgements without enough knowledge to support 

these.

The way historians analyse the past was misrepresented. For example, pupils 

were taught to label sources as either ‘reliable’ or ‘unreliable’ using simplistic 

criteria.

Historical concepts were poorly understood. Teaching sometimes focused on 

pupils making their own judgements about significance, rather than learning 

about how others have attributed significance to topics or events.

What do OFSTED say about History in Primary school?
Where history was thriving, pupils were developing a good knowledge of historical topics, acquiring a detailed understanding 

of the past, and learning to ask questions, research evidence, draw conclusions and communicate their findings. 

Positives:

Good use of first order concepts 

such as tax, trade and invasion.

Vocabulary that supports the 

first order concepts 

Children’s chronological 
knowledge 

Pupils securing knowledge as 

coherent narratives

Support for SEND pupils

Pupils make progress in history 

through building their 

knowledge of the past, and of 

how historians study the past 

and construct accounts.

Prior knowledge makes abstract 

ideas more meaningful to pupils, 

and therefore easier to 

comprehend and learn



How have we adapted and developed our 

History curriculum?
• We have moved topics around to ensure there is coverage and development of 

knowledge and skills over the whole year. 

• Skills maps developed showing progression from EYFS to Y6. Teachers use these 
to support LO’s. 
• Introduced substantiative and disciplinary concepts to support children’s 

historical enquiry and concepts repeated in different context. 

• Introduced prior knowledge questions to link learning and strengthen pathways.

• Supported the children’s chronology with whole school timelines that travel with 
them. 

• Encouraged a deep knowledge with links to the Skill LO and a wide topical range 
of progressive vocabulary. 

• Black History 365. 



How does our history curriculum show progression?
History Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6

Early Years Understanding the world 

Year 1
Toys – Now and in the 

past
The Queen’s Coronation Florence Nightingale and 

Mary Seacole

Year 2 Houses and homes
The great fire of 

London

Henry VIII and the 

Tudors

Year 3
Stone age, Bronze age, 

Iron age
Ancient Egypt Ancient Egypt

Year 4 Romans Romans Rochester

Year 5 The Greeks Anglo Saxons Vikings

Year 6 
Crime and Punishment

WW2 Mayans



Concepts in history matching with vocabulary 

and knowledge linking questions 

• In History it is important that the children are not only using the skills and knowledge-
based curriculum but that they are also aware of the concepts they are exploring in the
lesson. This will help deepen their knowledge and make contextual links within and
around the subject. The concepts must be taught alongside a historical context and not
just as stand-alone ideas.

• The substantiative concepts are event/topic specific and allow the children to grasp the
idea of concepts which may be slightly more abstract to them. Often these are used as
part of the key vocabulary in a lesson, but it is important that it is recognised as a
concept and then supported by other vocabulary the children may discover in their
learning around the concept.

• The disciplinary concepts are the historical concepts which help children to become
Historians and learn the disciplines of History. They help children to move beyond the
factual knowledge and into historical enquiry. These are regularly re-visited throughout
the History topics.



substantive concepts 

The first order concepts 
are event/subject specific 
and allow the children to 

grasp the idea of concepts 
which may be slightly more 
abstract to them in relation 

to the topic.

Abstract concepts are best 
learned through meaningful 

examples and repeated 
encounters in different 

contexts.



Disciplinary 

concepts
The second order concepts are the 

historical concepts which help 
children to become Historians and 
help children to move beyond the 

factual knowledge and into 
historical enquiry. These are 

regularly re-visited throughout the 
History topics and are the concepts 

used by historians to make 
judgements and construct 

accounts.  



What do the 

concepts look like in practice?  



Moving from 

working memory to 

long term memory... 

• Are the children being given the opportunity to transfer their knowledge 
from their working memory into their long-term memory? 

• Retrieval questions which link to previous Units of work from their 
current year group or previous year groups will help them achieve this!



Interactive timeline for chronology 









• To continue to implement chronology with the timeline. Are the children aware of where their learning falls in their timeline alongside 
other topics they have covered? 

• To continue to diversify the curriculum that we are teaching and ensure there are representations of different cultures and 
communities within the varied time periods that are studied.  

• Support teachers with assessing in History with further examples and explicit expectations of what emerging, expected and exceeding 
may look like in History. 

• To transfer the concepts across the humanities subjects and embed geographical concepts across the curriculum to support the depth of 
knowledge skill and understanding in Geography

What are the next steps?


